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Students loin at rally
for ’solidarity’ week
By George Rede
Student speakers yesterday banded together
at a noon rally on Seventh Street, denouncing
the Southern University killings. Chicano
arrests at Santa Clara University and the firing of Chicano professors at San Jose State
University.
At the same time, the speakers called for the
support of foreign students in the state
university and college system, who are battling with the Board of Trustees in an attempt
to meet mounting costs of tuition.
The rally, sponsored by AS. Council following an emergency meeting just before the
Thanksgiving holiday, drew sporadic attendance and applause as six student speakers,
among them three councilmen, took their turn
at the microphone. The crowd numbered approximately 100 persons and, at its peak.
swelled to 250.
Eight student organizations, representing
Black, Chicano. Iranian, Arab and White
groups, co-sponsored the rally, held to tie in the
various issues with one another.
Events recounted
Evered Cohen, a SJSU student. recounted
;

the events which ended in the deaths of two
Black students on the Southern University
campus Nov. 16 in Baton Rouge, La.
Students were asking for "quality
education," Cohen said:when the violence took
place outside the administration building at
Southern University.
"When you ask yourself why the brothers are
dead," Cohen said, "it was a reaction of
brothers and sisters trying to determine their
destinies."
Councilman Greg English, a member of the
Third World Coalition (TWC) which holds 13 of
16 seats on the council, added. "You can’t go to
an educational system which is oppressing
your people without oppressing yourself."
The issue, English said, "is not related just
to Black students, but to anyone who wants to
see himself educated to help his people."
’Week of solidarity’
English, like each of the other speakers,
wore a black armband, the symbol of
mourning. He announced, on behalf of the
council, a "week of solidarity," in which councilmen desire to unite the SJSU campus.
;
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A.S. Councilman Tony Gonzales and Fania Davis Jordan at rally

Phil Gould

It was English, who at last week’s
emergency meeting, presented a statement
denouncing the Southern University violence.
Council passed the resolution, which called the
two killings "part of a systematic quieting of
dissent in America, the dissent of people who
are only attempting to better their and
society’s condition."
In addition to sending off telegrams of condolence to the parents of the two deceased
students, council called upon SJSU Pres. John
H. Bunzel to lower the American flag to halfmast this week.
The demand was refused, according to councilman Tony Gonzales, who said students were
referred to Robert S. Martin, Dean of Student
Services.
Flag demand refused
Because the four focal points of the rally
were tied together, the demand was refused,
Gonzales said. Other students, however,
raised the Black Liberation Flag in the College
Union area and vowed to keep it there for the
remainder of the week.
Councilmen also mulled the possibility of
calling for a one-day boycott of classes this
week. The exact day has not yet been
determined.
In regards to the Santa Clara University incident, in which 33 students were arrested for
occupying the administration bilding, two
SCU students gave a brief history of the
situation on that campus.
Theresa Leon and Louis Hernandez,
members of the Chicano organization El
Frente, assailed Father Thomas D. Terry,
president of SCU, for firing seven administrators in September.
’Repressive tactics’
The two SCU speakers, who were among six
students arrested at that campus in another incident Oct. 6, denounced "repressive tactics
against anyone who tries to determine their
own destiny."
The pair declared their support of SJSU
professors dismissed last summer by Pres.
Bunzel, The Chicano professors, largely from
the School of Social Work, comprised approximately 40 per cent of the faculty makeup
in that school.
Juan Najera, an SJSU graduate student and
former councilman, spoke for the School of
Social W..) A.
"The Black brothers that were killed affect
us because were students," Najera said. "The
thing I’m asking is: are you going to wait until
students get shot here (SJSU) to get moving?"
Tuition costs rise
Councilman Kelvin Ng, a foreign student
from Hong Kong, addressed himself to the rising costs of tuition. Three years ago, he said,
foreign students paid $255 a year to attend
SJSU.
Now, the cost is $1,100 per school year and
foreign students are faced with a seemingly
unsolvable dilemma, Ng said.
Either foreign students must carry less units
in order to lower the costs, or they must drop
out of school completely if unable to meet
cumulative outstanding bills for the last three
semesters (the current one included).
The state legislature set Dec. 1 as the
deadline for paying this semester’s tuition.
Dec. 31 is the deadline for outstanding bills
from last year’s tuition.
Trustees to delay?
However, the Board of Trustees yesterday
accepted a request to delay the deadline
However, final action must be taken by the
legislature in the form of an "emergency" bill
Otherwise, the deadlines stand.
The trustees, Ng charged, "always have the
illusion that foreign students are rich."
Prior to the speakers. councilman Morris
Bean and SJSU student Wallace Allen read
poetry relating to the Southern University indicent. Later, in the middle of the program,
SJSU student Ramon Pinero read poetry, also.

Prof. analyzes handwriting

Motion reveals character
By Elizabeth Venegas
There is a consensus that because of large
classes instructors never know anything about
their students.
However, there is at least one instructor on
this campus who gets to know her students
through their handwriting. Dr. Betty Jane
Trotter is that instructor and handwriting
analysis is her hobby.
Dr. Trotter, professor of women’s physical
education, started to study handwriting
analysis five years ago.
"A friend and I were in a nightclub in Palm
Springs and a woman kept coming by the table
asking us if we wanted our handwriting
analyzed. I later found out that the woman had
a Ph.D. At first we tried to back out, but she
kept asking, so she analyzed by friend’s
handwriting.
"She did a really good job on my friend. Then
she analyzedmy handwriting. What she had to
say about my personality really hit me right
between the eyes," said Dr. Trotter.
What was she told? "I’ll never tell," laughed
Dr. Trotter.
Handwriting analyzing only indicates what a
person’s personality is like, it does not predict
the future, according to the physical education
professor. The movements of a person reveal a
great deal about their self concept and since
handwriting is an indication of a person’s
movement, the handwriting is indicative of the
personality.
Handwriting analysis is only a hobby with

Dr. Trotter and she has not had any professional study. But, the handwriting hobbyist
said that she has made some money off her
unusual interest by analyzing persons
handwriting at cocktail parties.
"It has made new friends for me, but I’ve
also lost some friends. So. I’m careful about
what I say. I always try to pick out something
positive.
One time I was at a faculty party and I
analyzed the handwriting of an instructor who
was very popular on campus. But. I could tell
by his handwriting that he was the biggest
miser," said Dr. Trotter.
In the case of the popular instructor, Dr.
Trotter explained that his handwriting
definitely showed his tendency to be tight with

Soccer finals begin
San Jose State University’s soccer squad
will take on Fresno State tonight at 7:30 in
Spartan Stadium in the first game of the
NCAA Western Regionals. The winner of
this contest will face UCLA in Los Angeles
Saturday night and the winner of that
contest will go to Miami for the NCAA
finals. SJSU has a 14-1-1 win-loss record.
See further details on page 4.

money. "The way a person writes his
signature on different checks, say for a bill or
income tax purposes. indicates his attitude
towards money."
"All that is involved to analyze a person’s
handwriting," said Dr. Trotter. "is to have the
person pick their choice of a writing
instrument, a pen or pencil: and then write
anything they want on a blank sheet of paper."
The handwriting will show the emotional
content of a person. "It will show whether the
person is reserved or shows his affections, or
whether the person is affectionate and tries to
hide it. Optimism, pessimism and ambition
will show up in a person’s handwriting." said
Dr. Trotter.
Dr. Trotter said she is involved with
movement in physical education and studying
her students handwriting, which is part of their
individual movement, helps with her teaching.
One time, with the help of her handwriting
knowledge, Dr. Trotter said that she helped a
faculty member identify a dishonest student
by the student’s handwriting.
Many business establishments are taking
handwriting analysis seriously. Banks are
having the handwriting of prospective employees analyzed for honesty, according to Dr.
Trotter.
Why are persons interested in having their
handwriting analyzed? According to Dr.
Trotter, the personality is revealed through
the handwriting and everybody wants to know
what others think they’re likc.

Prescott to

speak

One-time cellmate of Eldridge Cleaver
Carlo Prescott, will speak in Morris Dailey
auditorium today at 12:30 p.m
Prescott, a Black. has spent 17 years in
prison and has a talk show on radio station
KGO, under the auspices of the San Jose
State University Abnormal Psychology
Department.
He will comment on the Black man’s role
in prison and the ex-con’s role in modern
day society.

Foreign students

Tuition fees delayed
By Alan Kosenberx
Los Angeles state University trustees ended a two-day meeting at their Los Angeles headqurters by accepting a request to delay the tuition of foreign students. The trustees will ask the
state legislature to follow similar action.
Willis Edwards. a Cal State Los Angeles student speaking for A.S. student presidents at the 19
campuses urged the Board to abandon the deadline of Dec. 1.
The foreign student tuition controversy first developed last Fall when the trustees set a 617 per
unit increase.
That led to a suit filed by the foreign students against the raise in tuition. As a result, an order
from an Appellate Court limited the fee back to $20 per unit rather than the $37 set by the trustees.
But a California Supreme Court decision overruled the order and foreign students were notified
of the deadline.
Some college presidents, unhappy with the impact of the policy, asked the trustees to adopt a
more lenient plan. San Jose state University Pres. John H. Bunzel said one compelling reason for
the delay was that a sudden raise represented a hardship to foreign students.
He stated that many of the 600 foreign students at SJSU had come to ask for help and compassion. Pres. Bunzel noted "the cause is just and the time is right" for a delay.
As the policy was being considered, some trustees were clearly displeased with what it has
produced.
"I may sound like a sentimental sob sister but time is costly to these students," said Mrs.
Winifred Lancaster of Santa Barbara.
Mrs. Lancaster said foreign students are limited to work only 20 hours per week while carrying
a full academic load.
She argued that if these students were forced to accept slighter academic load it would result in
a longer stay at college. In addition, a basin living costs would be involved.
Trustee Roy T. Brophy of Sacramento said he was in sympathy with foreign students. He noted
that the set deadline may effect their right to stay in this country if they could not make payment.
Another trustee who urged for a delay in payment was Dr. Wilson Riles, state superintendent of
public instruction. When asked if the foreign students motion was feasible he said. "It seems to be
because all they are asking is for the fee to be placed on an installment plan."
"Besides isn’t the installment plan," Dr. Riles asked, "the perfect genuine American
operation?"
Only one member of the Board had doubts about a delay. Robert A. Hamby of Los Angeles expressed concern about misleading the students in question. Although he said the trustees had
previously delayed the collection of fees, the recommendation by Edwards was received by a
unanimous vote.

Dorm bandits
unapprehended
Two bandits forced their way into a San Jose
State University dormitory room Nov. 20, hogtied their victims and escaped with a television
set and a stereo tape recorder.
They are still at large today, despite the fact
a student in an adjacent resident hall saw the
MO leaving toe building.
According to San Jose Police Lt. William
Lansdowne. investigating officer, one suspect
has been named in the Royce Hall robbery, but
neither of the two SJSU victims could make a
positive identification.
Lansdowne also stated a resident of nearby
Hoover Hall was approached by the two bandits a short time before the robbery took place,
but the resident declined to offer any information which would aid in apprehending
the two bandits.
According to SJSU Campus Police, the
robbery took place at 6:42 p.m. Campus
security officers Sgt. Thomas Pomeroy and
Patrolman Russell Lunsford were called to the
scene.
Royce Hall residents Glenn Wallace and
Russell Correia, both 19. said the two robbers
came to their door, explained they had once
lived in the room, and said were looking for a

lost ring

When Wallace answered the door, they
shoved him back inside the room and slammed
the door shut behind him.
Both of the suspects were armed, one with a
.38 caliber revolver, and the other with a knife.
They were described as young Black men, one
wearing tinted glasses.
The suspects ransacked the room, taking $36
from the victims, who were gagged and bound
with electrical cord.
A television set, two suitcases, a stereo tape
recorder, two speakers and 15 reels of musical
tape were also taken.
One of the robbers removed Wallace’s watch
from his wrist with a set of wire cutters.
According to Lansdowne, the two had tried to
gain entry to three other rooms on the second
floor of Royce Hall before trying Wallace and
Correia’s room.
They were also seen in Hoover Hall, and one
resident of that dormitory saw the two leaving
the building.
Lansdowne stressed any information
concerning the case will be appreciated by the
investigating team, and urged any student who
saw the two leaving or entering the
dormitories to contact his office.

Football lineman pleads
innocent to rape charge
San Jose State University football lineman
Charles Dean Gardner pleaded not guilty Friday in the Municipal Court of Judge Louis C.
Doll to charges of rape and false imprisonment.
Gardner, currently on probation for a rape
conviction, was charged with the Oct. 10 rape
of a 21 -year-old woman under the Sinclair
freeway Highway 280 overpass, south of the
SJSU campus.
Judge Doll scheduled a preliminary examination for Dec. 5. On Thursday there will
be a hearing to determine whether Gardner’s
probation will be revoked. at 8: 30 a.m. in the
Superior Court of Judge Bruce F. Allen.
In the current charge the victim stated she
was walking hime early in the morning with
her boyfriend a short distance ahead of her.

She alleged Gardner stopped a car and
offered her a ride and she accepted. She then
got into the back seat of the car, expecting her
escort to get in the front.
Instead, according to the victim, Gardner
drove to the freeway underpass and sexually
assaulted her under threats of harm.
The woman and her boyfriend spotted
Gardner riding in his car a few days later and
took down his license number.
Gardner was arrested on Nov. 4 at the San
Jose Municipal airport after returning from
Arizona following an SJSU football game.
Last spring Gardner was found guilty of raping two young women and was sent to
Vacaville for psychiatric examination. He was
later released on probation and reinstated on
the football team in time for this season.

Sonoma solves, dissolves
A.S. government problems
By Gary Hyman
Sonoma State College has found one way to
solve the problem of student government. For
the past three years, the school hasn’t had one.
The students of the college circulated a
petition in 1970 to call a referendum to
eliminate the $9 student activities fee used to
support Associated Students.
Although the purpose of the referendum was
to eliminate the mandatory services fee. dipcussions preceding the election made it clear
that the existance of the Associated was at
stake, according to a Sonoma State College
press release dated December 1971.
In the April 1970 election, 31 per cent of the
eligible students voted and 73.7 per cent of
those voted to eliminate the activities fee
(more than the required two-thirds vote).
As a result. Sonoma State has no student
government, and, according to Public Affairs
Officer Carl Campbell. no attempts have been
made to reinstate the body.

According to Campbell. it any groupon campus decides to sponsor an event, they raise the
supportive funds on their own.
One effective resource for funds has been
contributions from off campus organizations.
said Campbell.
Though the move to abolish the government
received its support from the students, It
received a shot in the arm from Jim Gillete,
the last A.S. president of Sonoma State.
Before the election he commented,
"Overthrow your stupid government! Vote to
abolish mandatory fees!"
He believed that because the trustees and
college president had so much power over
student government funds and activities,
student government was "sandbox
government" and not worth the effort.
One student commented. "I don’t like to
think of it as anarchy. I like to think of it as
government by the people."
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Christmas: time for dangerous toys

Hijackers of latest U.S. aircraft put in 4 x 4 x 4 ft. boxes
News Item.
by Cuban government.

Letter to the Editor

Dutch studies demanded

Editor:
Subtle discrimination against
members of the Dutch-American
community has been long-standing
but largely unrecognized by responsible academicians and administrators at CSU, San Jose.
Dutch culture and history have
been given but token representation
in the curriculum, the problem of
Dutch community relations has
never been attended to, and the
matter of genuine and viable Dutch
Soul has been wholly ignored. The
Oppressed
Congress
of
Netherlanders (CON), in the interest
of ethnic equality, makes the following demands upon the college administration on behalf of the oppressed Dutch-American, Dutchsurnamed community:
1. Immediate establishment at
CSU, San Jose, of a Center for
Netherlandic Studies for the
preservation of the precious Dutch
cultural heritage, to include such
college credit courses as The Dutch
Experience, The Dutch-American

Family, and Dutch-American Community Workshop.
2. Immediate institution of a quota
system for, hiring Dutch-American
faculty, regardless of ability or
qualifications, in proportion to the
national population.
3. Federally-funded EOP classes
for unqualified, uninterested, or
illiterate Dutch-Americans.
4. Appropriate social pressures,
initiated and sanctioned by the
college administration, to eliminate
such ethnic slurs as "Dutch treat,"
"Dutch courage,"
and
"Squarehead."
5. 24 column inches of space per issue in the Spartan Daily for a column,
Het Houten Schoen, written entirely
in Dutch, to establish and maintain
ethnic contact with the broeders and
zusters in the Dutch-American community. The above demands are nonnegotiable and retroactive.
Richard VanDerBeets
Asst. Prof. English and
Director, CON

Staff Comment

In search of a limb
Irs Mark Hegedus
"Hello! Nerve Headquarters?
In the early morning dawn,
Listen, we’ve got a missing connecstillness slinks round the house, movtion down here in the 53rd district. No
ing freely from room to room.
response from the left arm. YesterSeven o’clock. Alarm jangles,
day the alarm clock was sailing
breaking the trance of sleep.
through the air toward the wall at this
A frightened mind sends nervous
time. Impulses seem to be getting
impulses snapping throughout the
bogged down somewhere between
body, stirring each cell as the
the central and peripheral systems."
messenger intensifies its search for
Slowly, a pair of parched lips
the proper limb.
separate to free a sigh into the dark
"Now where are ya, dammit!
room. As if to recapture the escaped
Yestermorn it only took three
sigh, a hairy chest expands to absorb
millionths of a second to find ya. T’ the cool bedroom air. Rhythmically
day I’ve spent twice that time and no
functioning, the heart pounds its
response yet. You don’t make my job
lonely vigil, unresponsive to the call
no easier, ya know, stayin’ out all
of fear.
night and drinkin’ that baaad
"Whatdya mean, there’s no more
whiskey.
juice for the circuit? There’s gotta
"Whew! The smell makes me
be. This jerk has to be in class in a
wanna find a new nervous system. I
half hour. He’s got a report to turn in,
could barely make it through the
a roll sheet to sign, assignments to
liver. so polluted. Gotta enforce
pick up. Looks, he can catch 30-40
some stricter controls in there.
Oughta be a law! No holding 100 proof
minutes of sleep during that first
liquor after 10 p.m."
teacher’s boring spiel, so lemme
A slight twitch jerks across the
wake him up, will ya?
cheek of a sleeping body, setting off a
"He’s a university student now, ya
squirmish of muscles darting and
know."
zagging from nose to jaw. The exThe top blanket bulges, the
cited juices start to 000ze above the
leathery waterbed ripples, hinting of
eyebrows and into the baggy pockets
undercover activity. Whatever gento color the features of a young man.
tle, mysterious force subdued the
"For Chrissake, where is the arm?
sleeping person through pre-dawn
Where’s the elbow? The hand? That
hours seems to be losing its grip.
bleeping clock will wake the world if
Hovering above the bed are the presit’s not choked! It’s drivin’ me crazy,
sures of deadlines, library fines and
I tell ya!
parking space scrambles. Gone, but
not forgotten, is the weekend. Oh, so
fine, yet far behind.
Editor’s note: All student and faculty members
"What’s this? Hey, lookit here, we
ore encouraged to express their views on any
subject in the letters to the editor section of the
got through! Broke down the lingereditorial page. Letters may be mailed or brought
ing traces of Jack Daniels and re-esto the Spartan Daily office. IC 208, and must be
kablished control. Tower to Head250 words or less, typewritten and doublequarters! Situation back to normal.
spaced. Name and activity or faculty card
Body will momentarily engage in a
number must be included, and all letters must be
signed. Non -students and non -faculty members
great rush of energy to transend
ore asked to include address, telephone number
sleeping period.
and title or position. The Spartan Daily will not
"Whew! It looks like we did it
print letters which are libelous or in poor taste.
One more SJSU student ready
again.
The editor reserves the right to edit great letters
to regain his place in the academic
to conform to space limitations and to cease
world."
publication of letters dealing with subjects he
believes have been exhausted.
Ringggggg!
Ringggggg!
"What the...! Where the - - - -am I?

Each year hundreds of thousands
of children are needlessly injured
and killed in the United States by toyrelated accidents.
Consumers purchase the largest
amount of toys at Christmas, and
whether we want to face it or not, that
bell ringing, (cash register, that is)
time of the year is here.
If care is taken by the consumer,
many of the injuries and deaths
caused by dangerous toys can be
eliminated.
There are over 150,000 domestic
toys and more than 85,000 imports on
the market. Of these, over 500 items
appear on the Banned Toys List issued by the Food and Drug Administration.
These include such unlikely toys as
baby rattles, stuffed toys, dolls, and a
large number of "squeeze toys."
Many local merchants still stock
these items, despite being on the list.
Part of the problem is the consumer’s inability to understand what
he is buying. Toys cannot be dropped
or pulled apart in the store; plasticcovered packages or stapled boxes
prevent examination.
Inadequate and misleading
statements on packages lull the customer into a sense of security. Some
toys are made of toxic materials of
which the consumer cannot possibly
be aware. Many dangers are not
evident in the store and become apparent only with the toy’s use.
Toys intended for older children
often end up in the hands or mouths of
younger children. Most consumers
believe that they are protected
against dangerous toys by the federal
government and, as a result, are less
vigilant.
Leaving the responsibility for safe
toys up to the consumer is further
complicated because children buy
approximately 30 per cent of all toys
sold. Even if adults exercise
reasonable caution when purchasing
toys, children can’t be expected to
have the knowledge or desire to judge
the safety of each toy.
Manufacturers must anticipate
that children will throw, bang.
smash, and jump on toys, and use
them in unintended ways. Care in
designing toys and other children’s

articles must be taken.
Usually, several children must be
hurt before the dangers of a
particular toy are brought to the
attention of the FDA which administers the Toy Safety Act.
Innocent children should not be the
guinea pigs for our product safety
testing. Pretesting of all toys and
children’s articles before they are
sold is clearly the only sensible
answer.
In the absence of adequate child
protection laws or enforcement of existing laws, the Consumer Switch
board
and the FDA recommend
parents keep in mind the following
guidelines when buying toys this
year.
1. Choose a toy appropriate for the
child’s age and developement.
(Remember that younger brothers
and sisters may have access to the
toys).
2. Check fabric labels for "nonflammable," "flame-retardent," or
"flame-resistant" notices.
3. Check instructions. They should
be easy to read and understand.
Instruct the child in the proper use of
any toy that might cause injury
through misuse.
4. Avoid toys that produce loud
noise. (Even a toy cap pistol fired too
close to a child’s ear can cause
damage).
5. Avoid shooting games,
especially those involving darts and
arrows, unless the games are played

by Judy Garcia
under supervision.
6. When choosing a toy for small
children, make sure it:
Is too large to be swallowed.
Does not have detachable parts
that can lodge in the windpipe, ears
or nostrils.
Is not apt to break easily into
small pieces or leave jagged edges.
Does not have sharp edges or
points.
Has not been put together with
easily exposed straight pins, sharp
wires, nails, etc.
Is not made of glass or brittle
plastic.
Is not poisonous or toxic.
Does not have exposed flames or
build up heat to dangerous levels.
Does not have flimsy electrical
wiring.
Does not have parts which can
pinch fingers or catch hair.
For children under two, avoid
long cords and thin plastic bag
materials.
If you are truly concerned with the
safety of the children in our community, please volunteer a few hours
of your time to survey a store near
you to see if any toys on the shelves
are dangerous.
The Consumer Switchboard has
"Banned Toys" lists from the FDA
and will gladly give you a copy. Come
up to the A.S. offices, third level,
College Union, to sign up as a
volunteer or just to take a copy of the
list for your own shopping.
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Summer diversions in a big city
:::::::::::!:!:!:!:7:!:7:!:5!:!:!:!:::::::5!:::!:::*:!:::
Some cities create summer festivals, but New York IS one. At least,
that’s what the Convention and
Visitor’s Bureau would have you
believe.
Each year, a 12-page calendar
chronicles all the free and cheap
things the city provides to see and do
during the summer months. Actually, the reason for the city to
provide all these diversions for its
inhabitants is probably as much selfpreservation as anything else.
If you were poor, uneducated, living in the filth of Harlem during one
of many unbearable heat waves, how
would you amuse yourself?
There are 23 plays on Broadway
but they probably wouldn’t appeal to
your aesthetic sense at $7.50 a seat.
Riding the subway around town gets
rather tiresome after a while; reading the same ads over again in every
car’ Cruex Spray, Because Jock
Itch Can’t Be Taken Lightly."
So your great city gives you ways to
pass the time constructively. To improve the mind, lectures in "Hell and
Damnation," "Italy, Too Late to be
Saved?" or "Where Have All the
Orphans Gone?"

The Schaefer Music Festival has a
show every other night with
performers like Sha Na Na, T-Rex,
Blood, Sweat and Tears; and the top
ticket costs only $2.
But the greatest summer show in
New York costs even less than that.
It’s free, and they don’t dress up for
the occasion because the best, and
only, seats
are on the grass.
Nearly 150,000 people came to hear
the last evening concert of the New
York Philharmonic for the summer
season. They came with champagne
buckets, picnic baskets, and cheap
rose; they came with a love of great
music and in some cases, the love for
picking a few pockets.
An announcer informed us that the
crowd, filling Central Park’s Sheep
Meadow, was the largest ever assembled for a program by a symphony
orchestra. Everyone cheered at the
news.
They even laughed when he went on
to say that the free concert was sponsored by Schlitz beer and was anyone
out there thirsty? It was a hot, muggy
evening, and a lot of people probably
were. The concert veterans who’d
come prepared began popping their

Letter to the Editor

’I nderstand peoples’ fight’
"Make trouble, fail, make trouble
again, fail again, till their doom, that
is the logic of the imperialists. Fight,
fail, fight again, fail again, till their
victory, this is the logic of the
people." Mao.
We must begin to understand the
essence of this saying, because in
order to change society we must build
a strong, vigilant, long-lasting
movement. We can not rely on
politicians’ promises because that’s
just what they arepromises. We
must learn from the past so we will
understand that it’s the masses of
people who bring about long-lasting
change. It was millions of people
demonstrating that won us unemployment insurance and the right to
strike and unionize. The same is true
for the civil rights laws. The anti -war
movement has taught millions of

Americans about the imperialist
nature of the war and has helped to
limit the imperialists tactically.
But as the saying goes, the
imperialists will try again and again
to sabotage the just struggles of the
people and take back what we have
won, so we must continue to build a
movement against all injustices and
rid ourselves of the imperialists for
good. The imperialists have money
power, but we have people power,
and when people get together this is
what the imperialists fear the most.
This is in the spirit of all those who
have died for freedom! Malcolm X,
George Jackson, the prisoners at Attica, the students at Jackson and
Kent State, and now at Southern
University.
Margie Drake
D-32538

by Lora Finnegan

wine bottles.
Listening to the noises of the huge
crowd was a concert in itself, and if
anyone could orchestrate 93 acres of
wine bottles to open at once, they’d
have some kind of hit on their hands.
There were four times as many
people at that concert as lived in my
home town. I was trying to imagine
what Sheep Meadow would look like
after everyone left. Another
Woodstock? It takes the Sanitation
Department at least two days to
clean up after these concerts; the
smaller ones at that.
Just before the docile crowd turned
into an unruly mob, the music began,
slowly and softly. By the end of the
concert, it was blaring out
Tchaikovsky’s "1812 Overture" and
the mob was on its feet.
An explosion rocked the park, then
another
and another. Nobody
panicked. The sky glowed red and
blue as the New York Philharmonic
wrote in fireworks and three cannons
to the music.
It was big and showy and
dramaticjust what a New Yorker
would love. The orchestra was given
its due ovation, 10 minutes standing,
and four home towns worth streamed
out of the meadow. It would probably
take four days to collect the picnics
left behind.
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Three area residents dead
after eating tad’ mushrooms

News Review
By Cathy Tallyn
Compiled from the Associated Press

Life or death decision for jury
NORWALK A postponement was granted yesterday in a
trial in which the judge has decided to let the jury, under the
broad provisions of Prop. 17. decide between life imprisonment and death for a young man convicted of murder.
Superior Court Judge Julious A. Leetham ruled the intent of
Prop. 17. passed by California voters Nov. 7. was full
reinstatement of capital punishement.
State Atty. Gen. Evelle J. Younger has said he thinks the
initiative reinstates the death penalty only in limited cases.
notably the murder of a prison guard by a life-term inmate.
Alexander Dukes. 21, was convicted of stabbing to death
Diane Lopez. 23. last January

Nixon cabinet changes today?
CAMP DAVID Pres. Richard Nixon said yesterday he will
begin making announcements of sweeping Cabinet changes
today. He also said Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird will
leave government service.
Nixon said his aim is to find ways "to do a better job with
fewer people."

Prison hospitals ’shocking
SACRAMENTO Conditions in California’s prison hospitals are deplorable and in some cases shocking," the
chairman of a special legislative investigating committee
reported yesterday.
Assemblyman Walter Karabian, D-Monterey Park, urged
the legislature to appropriate $1 million or more immediately
as a stopgap emasure to correct the most serious problems.
Phil Guthrie, a spokesman for the State Department of
Corrections. commented, "It’s our attitude ... that we provide
a level of patient care equal to or better than most communit
hospitals around the state."

Magee demands lawyer firing
SAN FRANCISCO Ruchell Magee demanded yesterday
as his trial began that his court-appointed lawyer be fired on
grounds he asked Magee "to tell a lie" that a Mann County
prosecutor shot a judge.
When Magee presented the motion his lawyer. Robert
Carrow, told the court, "I join in that motion."
Presiding Judge Morton Colvin, after a brief in-chambers
discussion of the request with attorneys, denied it as "totally
lacking merit" and ordered jury selection to begin.
Magee is accused of killing Superior Court Judge Harold J.
Haley and taking five other hostages from a courtroom where
he had been testifying as a San Quentin convict.

On Campus
N.O.W. meeting set tomorrow
The San Jose chapter of N.O.W. (National Organization for
Women) will hold an informal meeting at 3 p.m. tomorrow in
the C.U. Guadalupe Room.
Angela Mohr, spokeswoman for NOW,, said the meeting
will be a "consciousness raising session" which will explore
the possibilities of a San Jose State University chapter of
N.O.W.
The meeting is open to all interested men and women.

Propaganda film to be show
"Triumph of the Will," called Hitler’s ultimate propaganda
film, will be shown tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in JC 141.
The film, under the direction of Lenny Riefenstahl, was commissioned by Hitler. It was made in 1934, but not released until
1936, after two years of editing.
According to Rollin Buckman. associate professor of speech
communication, "It is a very impressive, highly emotional,
but carefully controlled film."
It was made and edited to exalt Hitler, showing the reaction
of the crowds, the parades and activities of Nazi Germany.
The film is sponsored by Experimental College and admission is free.

Outdoor film at Morris Dailey
Travel with Allan Cruickshank through Glacier National
Park, and the Montana wonderland, tomorrow at 8 p.m. in
Morris Dailey auditorium.
The Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society, the National
Audubon Society and San Jose State University’s Natural
Science Department will present the Audubon Wildlife Films.
Cruickshank will present "The Big Sky Wilderness," exploring Glacier National Park, Red Rock Lakes, Lake
Bowdoin and the National Bear Range. This is the world of elk,
black bear and bison.
Cruickshank spent 12 months photographing the scenic
wonders and wildlife of Montana. Admission is $1.25 to the
general public and 90 cents for students. Tickets are available
from S18 or S38.

VD, drug addiction films today
The Audio-Visual Department is presenting everything you
ever wanted to know about venereal disease and drug addiction but were too afraid or stoned to ask.
The films "You’ve Got What?" and "Junkies Are People. ’
will be shown in Moorhead Hall Room 234 today at 11:30 a.m.
Admission is free.
Both movies will be shown again tomorrow in Moorhead 161
at 12: 30 p.m.

Recycle bins available today
Recycling bins, in front of the Music Concert Hall on Seventh
Street, are available to receive recyclable material today and
tomorrow.
Bundled newspapers, crushed tin and aluminum cans and
cleaned glass bottles can be delivered to the Seventh Street site
for recycling.
The center. operated through the Environmental Studies
Department, is open every other week on Monday. Tuesday
and Wednesday.

Faculty book talk on ‘Grender
Dr. Donald Keesey, associate professor of English, will discuss "G render ’ by John Gardiner. during tomorrow’s faculty
book talk.
The talk will be at 12:30 in Room A of Spartan Cafeteria, and
is open to faculty and students.

Strip mining talk set tonight
The environmental effects of strip mining in the Rocky
Mountains will be discussed by Dr. Bill Bryant, tonight at 6:30
in Engr. 132.
Dr. Bryant will speak on strip mining and related subjects
before Dr. Spence Havlick’s "Resources of the Future" class.
Dr. Bryant is also scheduled to appear Wednesday evening
at Don Aitken’s "Environmental Issues" class in JC 141 at
6:00. All interested persons are welcome.
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By Charlotte I.. Bradlord
Special to the Daily
Nobody wants to die after
eating a delicacy. However,
three people have recently
died after eating what they
thought were edible
mushrooms.
A husband and wife in
Santa Cruz, and a man in
Milpitas mistakenly ate the
Death Cup Mushroom, the
most deadly of the Amanita
genus. It is so deadly that if
one is accidentally touched,
one’s hands should be washed
immediately.
Botanists do not separate
mushrooms and toadstools
into two different groups.
People call the edible
mushroom
"mushroom,"
and the poisonous mushroom
"toadstool."
Mushrooms are easily distinguished by their lack of
color. Since they are fungi.
Airplane parts become Don Kelly s art" Melvin they lack chlorophyll. They
get their food by growing on
old stumps, logs, decaying
twigs, leaves, and on rich
soil.
Grows on Trees
One of the poisonous
mushrooms grows on the
trunks or branches of trees.
The Amanita mushroom
that has taken three lives is
the deadly Death Cup
By Bruce lwett
trails of black ink spelling out Muchroom, but two other
Care to throw sonic. loops the Biblical "Ten Com- species that are prevalent in
with Don Kelley’s yo-yo? mandments." Occupying one the Santa Clara Valley are
You’d have to be about 150 wall in the living room is a the Destroying-Angel, and
feet tall and weigh about mural of a poker game.
the Fly.
three thousand pounds.
Still in embryonic
History tells us that Czar
Hanging on his porch is the goopiness, a paper mache’ Alexis of Russia died after
home-made
ga rgantua- elephant sits on a table. He
special. Kelley is attending waits for Geri and the
San Jose State University for children, ages one to 12, to
his teaching credentials in In- finish him.
"I’m sort of a purist."
dustrial Art.
A young-looking 36-year- Kelley said, as he showed
old. Keelley has been going to wall-hanging-size examples
SJSU "off and on" since 1957. of what appeared to be
His wife. Geri. also attended stained glass. "Stained glass
SJSU. She majored in is stained glass. However I
psychology, earned her use transparent resin. The
teaching credential and now big difference is the
"The Wild Duck," Henrik
works with mentally han- properties and effects of lbsen’s classic tragic coloring agents on glass. comedy, will be presented in
dicapped children.
The couple, with their five With this, you just dye the the University Theatre Frichildren, share a house that resin. Resin is also more sub- day and Saturday and Dec.?,
has become a landmark on ject to fading while glass is 8. and and 9 at 8 p.m.
13th Street. The yo-yo dis- forever."
Tickets, $1 for students and
Kelley works as a teaching
tinguishing their home has
general admission, may be
been dangling there for about assistant in Industrial Art at $3
at the theatre box ofa year.
a local junior high school. He obtained
Fifth and San
Weighing a little less than is also active with his church fice at
streets.
Fernando
100 pounds. the yo-yo group.
The production, directed
measures about five feet
"I’d like to get together
across. It’s made from the
with my church youth by San Jose State University
professor Dr. Paul
drama
nose-cowl of a DC-6 aircraft
group." he said, "and make
engine.
some church windows. We Davee, centers on two men,
"I like to do big things."
tentatively have plans to one weak and self-deluding
Kelley said. "Geri is very decorate one side of the yo-yo and the other ideal and uncompromising.
before Christmas."
good at ’craftsy’ things. She
likes to do folk art. Like makDue to the benefits of his
According to Dr. Davee,
ing pictorial ’esigns with butairline job, the Kelleys are the conflicts created by each
tons and pieces of fabric on
able to travel by air on em- man and the effects they have
towels."
ployee discounts. They use on the people around them
this opportunity to visit produce a play that tells a
Much of Kelley’s work is
from the junk piles of airports
museums and art galleries universal story and has
and aircraft hangers. As an
throughout the world.
universal appeal.
airline mechanic, he can take
"We’ve flown to New York,
home
Hawaii, Switzerland. Paris
whatever
his
supervisors think can’t be
and other parts of Europe."
used.
Kelley said. "The kids have
"I’m inclined towards junk
been able to learn to be
conscious of art. They resart," Kelley said, walking
into his living room. Inside,
pond to art pieces rather than
it’s very much like a minithe buildings they’re in. A lot
modern art gallery. "Or you
of kids go in and look at the
Job interview sign-ups will
could call it reclaimation
bannisters and just play
be held today and Wednesday
art," he added.
around on the stairs."
for
January graduating
An array of paintings.
Talking about his own
collected pieces, and gifts
works, Kelley recalls a gift he seniors in liberal arts and all
from friends, dominate the
make for a faculty member. other majors, according to
living room. The dining room
"It was a life-size of a cow’s Mrs. Keely McGinnis, San
door is simulated stained
head. Next to one of his eyes Jose State University Career
glass depicting a crusader.
was a single tear 5/8ths of an Planning and Placement
Pop artish road signs line
inch long. Inside the tear was counselor.
Sign-ups will be in Bldg. Q,
the walls. Between them are
a scene of a cattle drive."
One thing he said he would Room 3, from 9 a.m. to noon
like to do, "is put together a and 1 p.m. to 4: 30 p.m.
The following institutions
’happening kit.’ It would contain discarded but stan- will be on campus from Dec. 4
to
Dec. 12: Equitable Life Asthanes
dardized sizes and
that could be held together surance Society: The
Connecticut
Travelers;
with wing-nuts or something.
It would be something Mutual Life Insurance Co.:
everybody could get involved The Emporium; Great
in. Sort of like an ’art’ erector Southern Life Insurance;
set without the pre-program- Pacific Telephone; Procter&
Gamble; U.S. Public Health
ming."
The National Supervisor of
Secondary Schools in Israel is
the guest speaker of the Hillel
Foundation, a campus
Jewish organization.
tomorrow night.
Jti st published as a Delta paperback
Mordecai Peled, formerly
an aide to the defense spokesman of the Israeli Army, will
speak on, "What is Israel up
to?" at 7:30 at the Jewish
agian
Mictlaei step
Students Center. 441 S. 10th
St.
According to Albert
Lehman, executive director
of the Zionist Organization of
America, who is promoting
the speaker. this will be a
"behind-the scenes commentary on the political situation
of Israel."

Super yo-yo

’Reclaim’ art

eating the Hy mushroom
The Death Cup is identified
by a cup formation on its
stem. A thin membrane
envelops it from cap to stem.
and an inner veil forms a ring
on the stem. The gills of the
death cup may be white or
slightly colored.
It grows in the woods from
June until fall, and has been
growing in a baundance
thoughout the valley,
especially in the county
parks.
The death cup formation is
not noticeable in the immature stages, and as a
result resembles the table
mushroom if picked too soon.
No Antidote
Its poison acts like the
venom of a rattlesnake, as it
separates the corpuscles
from the serum.
No antidote is known for the
death cup. The only hope for
anyone who has eaten it is to
have his stomach pumped at
the nearest hospital.
The
Destroying -Angel
Mushroom grows in the
woods under trees, and the
Fly Mushroom, the third of
the deadly Amanitas growing
in the valley, grows in the
woods along the roadside.
It looks good enough to eat
with its bright red, yellow, or
orange cap. But when eaten,
it paralyzes the nerves which
control heart action.
Table Mushroom
The edible mushroom of
the Agaric genus is known as
the table mushroom. Ills 85

SJSU thespians
to do Ibsen play
Randall Wright and Daniel
Anderson are featured in the
leading roles of Ekdal and
Werele. Beverly Mathis
portrays Mrs. Ekdal and
Janice Garcia plays her
daughter Hedvig.
Other cast members include Richard Herlan, Randall Pybas, Sherry Smith.
Steve Hagberg, Charles
Caudill, David Simons, Saxon
Rawlings, Steve Johnson and
Frank Cancilla, Stephen
Gleason, Joe Broda, John
Marble, Stephen Mathers,
Bob Pelted’’’. Norm Russell.
Michael Alexander, Peter
Sims and Gary Voss round off
the cast.
Assistant to the director is
Linda Fenstermaker. State
manger is Marilyn Abad with
Michael Logan and Lee
Wheeler as assistant stage
managers.

Job interviews
set for seniors

Campus Jews
host former
Israeli aide

Service; Sears, Roebuck &
Co.; State Farm Insurance
Co.; Cathlic Foreign Mission
Society of America: Pfizer,
Inc.; Standard Insurance
Co.: Xerox Corp.; City of
Hayward; Moore Business
Former Inc.; Thrifty Drugs.
Toyota Motor Sales. USA.
Aetna Life & Casualty.
Federal Reserve Bank of San
Francisco and Penn Mutual
Life Insurance Co.

per cent Killer IL cLill Iwo
fried, baked, boiled, broiled,
or eaten raw.
It grows in pastures. lawns,
and open fields. The table
mushroom has no membrane
covering it, so no cup forms at
the base of the stem.
The gills of the common
table mushroom are pink.
chafing to brown or black as
they mature.
Toadstool poisoning.
known medically as muscarine poisoning, is due to
Amanita muscaria.
The symptoms begin

Withina lee IIIIIILACS to two
hours after eating.
They consist of tearing,
salivation, sweating, pinpoint pupils, vomiting, abdominal cramps, diarrhea.
confusion, collapse, coma,
and death.
The head of one of the
valley’s medical laboratories
recently said. "It is easy to
tell the ’good’ from the ’bad’
mushrooms.
The ’good’ mushrooms
come in cans, and the ’bad’
mushrooms are in your backyard."

Greeks swing
to collect toys
With Thanksgiving come and gone. Christmas soon will be
here. Thoughts of Santa Claus arouse more than visions of
sugar plums in the minds of little children.
Most kids can’t wait to get up Christmas morning to discover
all the little goodies under the tree.
Sigma Nu. a fraternity at 148 S. 11th. St., is trying to help that
dream come true for thousands of children in San Jose by sponsoring "Toys for Tots."
This week, someone from Sigma Nu or Chi Omega, a
participating sorority, will be outside the f rat house on a swing
accepting toys.
This is their 12th annual "Swingathon" week and will climax
with a dance Friday at 8 p.m. in the Joint Effort Coffeehouse,
Featuring Black Jack, a local band, the dance’s admission is
one toy.
After gathering all the toys that are in good condition, or
easily repaired, Sigma Nu will turn them over to the Marine
Corps which will distribute them.
According to Tim Robb, a member of Sigma Nu. the Marines
plan to give the toys to three agencies in San Jose.
He named the Volunteer Christmas Exchange. San Jose
Parks and Recreation Department, and a local MexicanAmerican organization.
He also explained the Parks and Recreation Department
plan to distribute its portion of the toys to the Mayfair
Neighborhood Center and the Tropicana Youth Center.
"Last year the fraternity collected an estimated 12.500
worth of toys, and $5,000 worth the year before." Robb said.
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this evening
The San Jose State
University Wind Ensemble
will perform tonight at 8:15 in
the Concert Hall. Admission
is free.
Directed by Clement Hutchinson, associate professor
of music, the ensemble will
perform "Festive Overture.
Op. 96" by Shostakovich,
"Liturgical Music for Band"
by Martin Mailman.
"English Dances for Band"
by Malcolm Arnold,
"Bachianas Brasileiras No.
5" by Heitor Villa-Lobos and
"West Point Symphony" by
Morton Gould,
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America’s
foremost
(lope lawyer
exposes
civil wrongs
that threaten
civil rights

Rec advice
set Friday
It is that time of the year for
all Recreation minors to
listen to some sound advice.
Kenneth M. Kim has announced that academic advising for all recreation
minors will begin Dec. 1 and
end on Dec. 4
Students interested should
make an appointment in advance.

, Stepanian rips into the
San Francisco "dope lawyer" SA,,
confrontation in the courts over the n,,,,luana issue and the right
of every citizen’s privacy under the Fourth Amendment in this
timely new book which shows how young people have become
victims of repressive law enforcement Smokers and nonsmokers will benefit from Stepanlan’s insights, advice, and
fresh perspectives on basic human rightsmost important, the
right to be left alone
"This book will enrage many police officials but delight their
young victims who know every word of it is true "Dr Hip
"POT SHOTS gleams with pop clarity "Michael McClure
Drawings by R. Crumb

A DELTA BOOK $2.45
nee. e.

m a Deiacorie Press/ Seymour Lawrence
hardbound echbon $6 95

4th Annual All -College Games Tournament
I he fourth annual all -campus games tournament will be held Fn., Sat., bun. - - Pecemuei
and 8-10 in the College Union Uarnes Area. Students may compete in mens 0, WOrnef lb
bowling, billiards, table tennis (singles & doubles), football trilogies & doubles), anal cress
I hey may enter a maximum of 2 events for $1.00 per event. Winners trom toe tourney become
eligible to compete in this years Regional Association of College unions (seines I ournarnem
lobe held at Cal Poly. San Luis Obispo in February Signupa are being taken at the uames Area
Desk until 5:00 p.m. on Wed., Nov 29
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Winner faces UCLA Saturday and possible berth in NCAA finals

Bulldogs first hurdle for Spartans
Sy Nick LaiHash

When a team is in playoff
competition there is always
that agonizing reality that
one loss signifies the end of
the line.
It does seem a pity to
struggle all season long and
have everything go down the
drain because of one lousy
game.
This is the situation that

confronts the Spartan soccer
squad tonight when they
entertain Fresno State at
Spartan Stadium with the
game scheduled to get
underway at 8.
Fresno State is the fourth
rated team on the West Coast
and they provide the road.
block the Spartans must destroy il they are to advance
any further in the NCAA

playoffs.
The Bulldogs have finally
come in to their own as an established soccer power in
recent years. Their 7-3-1
mark in 1972 is the best they
have achieved.
"We have never played
them before," said soccer
coach Julie Menendez. They
are the only team I haven’t
seen play this year.

The Bulldogs have not seen
the Spartans perform either.
nullifying any theory that the
visitors may have an advantage being relatively
unheard of in these parts.
They
have
an
international team," continued Menendez. "Eleven of
its 16 players are foreigners.
I’m sure these players have
had experience in other coun-

tries.
The Bulldogs are a veteran
team as well.
Their team age averages
out to 24 years, as compared
to the Spartans whose oldest
player is 24.
In an article last week, it
was mentioned that the USF
Dons were still under consideration for a berth in the
playoffs.

Factually speaking, the
only chance USF had was if
Fresno turned down the invitation. it was ridiculous to
assume they wouldn’t. Sort of
like President Nixon declining to run for re-election.
The Bulldog offense is
geared around center
forward Francisco Nuno, a
native of Mexico, who has
slammed 15 goals past enemy

Gridders fade against Rainbow’s glow,
mistakes add to 28-14 loss to Hawaii
HONOLULU, - Expecting
to find a pot of gold. the San
Jose State University
gridders found only a pot full
of miseries when they
clashed with the Hawaii
Rainbows Saturday night
before 21.000 rain-drenched
fans.
In what could be termed
an upset, SJSU was completely dominated by Hawaii.

Varsity wins
The San Jose State
University varsity basketball
Leon
by
led
team
Beauchman, Doug Adkin’s
and Johnnie Skinner out dueled one of the toughest
frosh teams in the area 119101 last Tuesday evening in
the first annual varsity-frosh
game in Spartan Gym.
Beauchman scored 16
points followed by Adkin’s 15
and Skinner’s 14, Tom
Dudgeon dumbted in 25
points and Jack Gamulin II
for the yearlings

2014, In the Nport.ins IlihIl
game of the 1972 campaign.
Hawaii, 8-2. has played
only two major college football teams. Tennessee and
Grambling. The Rainbows
lost both games.
Since Hawaii is not a
member of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association, SJSU’s record is officially 4-6 for this season.
(Unofficially it is 4-7).
The Rainbows recovered
four SJSU fumbles and
turned them into two scoring
drives.
Spartan quarterback Craig
Kimball had one pass picked
off in the first quarter on the
Spartans’ first possession.
The pass was intercepted at
the Rainbows’ 31 -yard line
and ended the only serious
scoring threat by SJSU until
the fourth quarter. It was
Kimball’s only interception
of the night.
Hawaii scored all of its
points before SJSU could get
on the scoreboard. It was
penalties. fumbles and
dropped passes because of
the moisture, rather than a
stiff Hawaiian defense, that
kept the SIM’ offense from

SJSU took advantage of
fumble recoveries by safety
Willie Lewis and cornerback
Zeddie Williams to score its
only TDs of the game.
Larry Lloyd crashed the
end zone from three ya rds out
to cap a three-play, 24-yard
drive with 13:43 left in the
contest. Joe Hicks caught a
two point conversion pass
from Kimball.
Junior tailback Dale Knott
scored the other TD with a
one-yard plunge over right
tackle to cap a 39-yard scoring march with 10 minutes
The Rainbows rallied the

first time they had the ball,
traveling 86 yards in 11 plays
on the ground.
A one-yazd plunge by
fullback Albert Holmes
capped the "Green Machine"
scoring drive.
Holmes led all rushers with
161 yards on 19 carries. He
also scored with 7:32 left in
the third quarter on a 46-yard
jaunt.
Abe Brown garnered the
other Rainbow TD on a three
yard plunge two minutes
later, as the Hawaiians
capitalized on a SJSU fumble
on the kick-off after Holmes’
TD.
The Spartans were

lines this season.
Joining Nuno in the front
line will be Alonzo Lugo and
Brado Oestlien. The latter
two kickers have accounted
for II goals between them in
1972.
Penetrating the iron goal
defended by Bulldog sentinel.
Javier Garcia. could prove
the toughest task for the
Spartan scoring machine.
Garcia has 116 saves to his
credit and four shutouts on
the season.
Garcia’s most renowned effort was aginst the UCLA

Montgomery, )/),illie Lewis.
Al Harris. Wayne Jennings.
Bill Brown, Jim
Stephan.
Jeff Wilson, Cody Jones.
Seymour Jones, Mike Giles
and Art Kelley.
Only one senior was
selected to play in a post season bowl game so far defensive tackle Cody Jones.
who will play in the annual
East-West Shrine game in
San Francisco Dec. 31.

outgained by Hawaii on the
ground 285 yards to 47 yards.
Hawaii ran 77 plays to the
Spartans’ 64 and garnered 15
first downs to SJSU’s 12.
Kimball finished his first
season at the helm with 10
pass completions out of 34
attempts for 147 yards.
It was the final contest for
14 Spartan seniors. including
Hicks. Jimmie Lassiter, Ed
Dennis
LaRue,
De

FOR
SALES AND SALES MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM
This Program is designed to develop young college graduates for careers in life insurance sales and sales management. It provides an initial training period of 3 months
(including 2 weeks at a Home Office School) before moving
into full sales work.
Those who are interested in and who are found qualified
for management responsibility are assured of ample opportunity to move on to such.work in either our field offices or
in the Rome Office after an initial period in sales.
Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual opportunities
for those accepted.
Arrange with the placement office for an interview with.

From the Cook Book Section

LOSERS LENTILS
(Lentil Soup Spiced with Italian Sausage)
1 pound dried lentils 1 cup celery, chopped
2 sweet Italian sausage
2 carrots, diced
salt and pepper
1 onion, chopped

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

Bruins. His mates gave him a
1-0 advantage and the
Bulldog goalie choked off the
mighty Bruins the rest of the
way for the upset of the year.
Speaking of the Bruins. it
will come as a surprise to no
one that they clobbered the
Washington Huskies over the
weekend. The 5-0 victory in
the first leg of the Western
Regionals means that should
the Spartans hurdle the
Bulldog obstacle, they would
be forced to meet UCLA down
South Saturday.

Add all the above Ingredients. except the sausage. to 6
cups water. Simmer over low heat for
hours. Slice
sausage into ’4 -inch rounds and add to lentil mleutre. Continue simmering for 1 hour. (serves 6)

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 11115:
Food Supplement. (Instant Protein,
VitaLea. Vita E. Calcium etc
Home Cleaners (Basic H. L. etc )
Beauty Aide !Proteinized Shampoo etc )
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3806
PISCEAN WATERBEDS 1528 W San
Curios S J 294-1455 (Just West of
Sears) feature* KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frames, top quality
watermettresses I rem 5125 up. organic
furniture, pillows. quality 10-speeds.
sales II, service. accessories. friendly
service. righteous prices BEDS TO
REST. BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN.
294-1455.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
organization meets Thurs 7’30 PW, in
memorial chapel. All are welcome!
"LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
Join college -age BALLET class at
Eutezia School of Ballet Basic "technique ’ for Me beginning dancer Beverly
Einem Grant Director Phone 241-1776
if no answer 286-8917

HAVE A MOSLEM? Looking for
gnawers? Let Campus SO S. help Call
the Spartan Daily at 277.3181 or drop by
THE MONEY 1100K IS S160.00
TOTAL VALUE ($5000 FOOD) FOR
ONLY $400 NOW -72 COUPC
EXPIRES JUNE 1. 1073-GET YOURS
NOW-SPARTAN BOOKSTORE THE
MONEYBOOK GIVES YOU ONE MEAL
FREE WHEN YOU BUY YOUR SECOND
MEAL
AMER FAMILY STEAK HOUSE13)
KY FRIED CHICKEN
ELLAS RESTAURANT
ROUND TABLE PIZZA (3)
ELMATADOR RESTAURANT
PEANUTS SANDWICH SHOP
A & W ROOTBEER DRIVE-IN
SENIOR TACO
SCOTLAND FISH H CHIPS
ORANGE WINZIT
PEPITO’S MEXICAN FOODS
CACHITO DEL TERRE
MIKE’S HERO SANDWICHES
TACO BELL
SHELTER SALOON
LA TAXANITA (Cl & 02)
ARBY’s ROASTSEEF

SPECIAL MONEY BOOK OFFERS
YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT,
TWO a TRACK STEREO TAPES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE?
25% OFF ON MUSIC INSTRUMENT!
TWO MONTHS MUSIC LESSONS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE MONTH!
$1.50 OFF ON LP RECOROi
TWO WATER MATTRESSES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!
ONE DOLLAR’S WORTH OF
TIME!
FREE BILLIARD TABLE
CARS WASHED AND JET WAXED
FOR 904 -NO GAS PURCHASE)
TWO PEOPLE TAKE INTRODUCTORY
KENPO KARATE COURSE FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE PERSON!
FREE NV 40" TV PILLOW WITH
PURCHASE OF PASSION PUFF?
SOOKSTORE-ONL Y$4.00
- -- ’ALOHA, KAMAMNA BENIONSI
For tree information on lob Opportunities
in Hawaii after graduation write to
Karnasins Career Opportunity Day Box
96611. Honolulu. Hawaii 95820
POWAY FUCKS -Catch 22" with Alan
Arkin & Paula Prentiss Morris Dailey
Acid all & 10 p rn Admission 504
CAR RALLY, STANFORD SHOPPING
(in Palo Aitoi Saturday.
CENTER
December 2 by SPOR IN LIFE -5300
Any car and Beginners welcome Start
anytime between 6 and 9 PM
A SPECIAL WEDDING begins with
beautiful music ANL) REASONABLE
RATES. Ceremonies - receptions also
Gall the Hansen bro. 926-94IJ
WINE NOT CHEAP at San Jose
Waterbadli but we are ineopenen. (live
us a call at 295-8194 or drop by 818115.
10th Si.

AUTON)IDT1VE
’71 YAMAHA 360. Good transportation.
Excellent condition. Call otter 7 PM 277E1693.
16 VW BUS - rebuilt ens (receipts)
built-in bed. carpet, attire fine cond $050.
293-3180
’59 BUG EYE SPRITE. Real sharp, rolibitr.
hardtop, new tlres. maga. koni shocks
reblt eng 8700 374-5643
17 AUSTIN HEALY 3.000 senes. 82.000
or beet offer 374-6803
11.1 1-BIRD Good transportation car.
$203 Phone after 6 PM 2584560
’72 VW CAMMAOBILE. Excellent condition 13,500 males. Stendard equipment.
324-4130 evenings 998-5067 day or eve.
53.885

’70 VW CAMPMOBILE. Red. good condition. ice box lent, must sell, best offer.
269-9166
11 HONDA CUO0 Excel. cond. Low
Mileage $275 379-4075 LeaSe
’70 AUDI 100 LS, 4-speed 4-door sedan
Excellent condition 12.850 or best offer
Must sell Call 266-9138
19 DODGE 4 dr. Cold, Hiway Patroy type.
Air Cond. Dark blue. Good cond. 87K mi.
$aw 2454260
JAGUAR 566 XX 160 90% restored
51.350 or best offer 269-5628.
16 VW DUG. Completely customized
New tires. carb Oistrib. paint II more S1100
or best offer Call 961-8873 eves

FOR SALE
WATER BEDS -Yin Yang water Bed 340
Since 1970. has orate, beds and accessories ol the finest quality at the lowest
prices Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Park Ave . Downtown San Jose 28E12E3. and 24E Campbell Ave across
row WWII Valley College. Campbell 3781040
BICYCLES
Sales and Service
Discount on parts and Accessories to
students year round
Gene’s Bicycle Barn
1186 E WillIam St 293-7897
CIE Portable Stereo phonograph MO
15 yrs old Very good COnditIOn Phone
Margo 297-0293 between 7-8 at,
ARE YOU STILL PAYING full price for
IwCierbaCks? Recycle feetures largest
selection of paperbacks science fiction in
Bey Area, ’4 price, mostly We Pay 20 Pet
cent corer 30 par cent trade for your
better paperbacks used record.. t00
Recycle 235 So tat St 298-6275 open
10-9
SHREDDED FOAM RUMOR
293-2954

ass per lb

BLACKLITI POSTERS SI 50. PATCHES
7061 up, INSENSE 25 STICKS 296,
PIPES SI (X) & up. RADIOS 1356 S up,
LEATHER 000093 BINOCULARS
$2200 Sup BLACKLITE. COMPLETE
18 ’ $11 95. 4 $2285 STROBE LIGHTS
$1796, OAS GLO BULB 9306 INDIA
PAINTS. FISH NETTING Sr 565 up TSHIRTS $2 00 EACH BFIOOKS 80 E San
Fernando 1 bib from SJSU Phone 292E1409
DYNACO FM-6 TUNER KIT. Unassembled. still in ’hipping container Factory
guarantee $145 Call 338-8827 (In Ben
LOMOnd)
SAVE THIS AD. Before you pay retail for
stereo equip. check owe for discount
prices on Time Sans, Pioneer. Dual etc
We guarantee San JON Slate studenta
the lowest price* available in the entire
bay area Call for weekly specials 247E028
-"WET SUITS" and hvo surfboard, 1
surf system and 94- 6I-0111 surfboards
"medium" bodyglove militate 251.1273

rlErq

2

(-7 7,
val

Hughes
December 5

lorry

Also

Connecticut Mutual Life

NEW FIATS as low as
$48.00 a mo. (lease)

375 So. Market St.
Present Student Body Card for Discount

HARTFORD
SINCE 1946

an Equal Opportunity Employer

San Jose, Calif. 95112

330 South Tenth Street

INSURANCE COMPANY
THE BLUE CHIP COMPANY

IL?)
ANNOUNCEMENTS

PIT

THE PISCEAN 3.3 S. 4th St.
block
north ol Library) 287.7030. Features a
complete line of heated waterbeds from
$54 piiiows, accessories. quality 1050ee0 imported bikes from $63. Sales &
Service All st righteous prices with Irwindo helpful service 287-7030 BEDS?’)
REST. BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
SKIS K2 "Throe" CHOICE PAIR 1272
Factory rep Factory refinished, better
than new! New Price 5160 Sell $120 3.541318.
WHAT IS A FOR BEACH rrrr rrrrrr
Handbags of FUR Rugs-Bedspreads
Beautiful SUEDE in over 20 coiors.
Coyote-Cow HIDES Skunk-Fox-Rabbit,
Latigo-brat LEATHER for skirts-pants.
Fur stuff to DECORATE cars and pads.
Tons of cool CLEAN SAND to walk on
COME see THE FUR BEACH a wild trip,
1411 The Alameda S J 288-8688.
1970-72 Sleek Norton Mufflers, 13,000
miles on pair. $55 pr $30 ea Call 3539723 after 5 PM. Ask for Lucas.
NIKKORMAT P114 55 trim 1.4 Nikkor lens
Filters. Exc. cond. $220 or best offer. 3777149 Morn
WIRE W
121 M G. 40 spoke sintri
tires $30. Call 277-3433 or 358-0160,
HEAD SKIS 200 CM with Neveds bindings Poles & case Included. $85 Call
277-3433 or 356-0160
SKI RACK: A & T Airflow gold anodized
metal with built in locks, Ills all cars. Used
once last season Purchased for $30. Sell
for $25. 265-3861
PHOTO-STAMPS
Personahse your stationary, greeting
cards and thank you notes with your own
photo Real pictures in stamp forms. Fifty
photo-stamps. 1 x 11, is a prOlnaiOnal
high gloss photograph. clear, brilliant,
sparkling. perforated with gummed
backs Like a sheet of postage stamps
Reproduced from any size photo or
negative
Photo will be returned
unharmed Allow one week for delivery
Palace Trading Co 259 S tat St. SJ
95113.
HARD TO FIND-old jewelry. crocks,
baskets, beaded bags, pocket knives,
iamps. musical insir clocks, clothes,
books, records, kit, uterilulti, pict frames.
mirrors, plants, tr fruit a veg , bicycles,
lorniture, applianCn, hardware. tools,
camping equip you Ii be nappy you
round I HE 1.05 I I-LEA MAHKE I 1940 5
15151 SJ 293-2323 (Across from Accent)
Open Wed thru Sun 8-4.30. 8-5.31.11-likt
parking 6 admission
INKING BOOTS Mena size S. Dunham’s
brand Excellent condition Cost 140,
New, sell for 920 or best offer. Cell 9958653 Ask for Brian
MEN’S FOAM ski bona. New, never
worn Size 9 595 Call Joanne, 293-9079.
after 5

HELP WANTED
LOVE YOUR BOSS
When you become a SHAKLEE distributor
you are your own boss No quotas
no risks, Every distributor has
different goals & different approaches
The fact that our natural products
really are the finest is reflected in
our Out of Sight Sales Growth
Please make comparisons
We will .14 you to do little rematch
before we let you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN & MARY 468 SO.
88537ISTH
92-25
EVININGS
AND SATURDAYS
Sell Time-Life publications from our San
Jose office Good earnings on salary and
bonLs Steady work Call 26S-543301er 3
PM Dialogue Marketing 4E0 N IN St
San Jose.
FULL OR PART TIME. Men I women
drivers Mon. Wed. Fri end Tues. Thurs.
Sat . Sun 1 00 pm to 6 30 Pin & 10 am to
6 30 prn 30 per cent to SO pow cent cornmigwon Tropical In Cream Co 3551.40
Montgomery St S J 297-4228 Mr
Bennett
_
- -

COLLEGE GRADS WITH MASTERS
DEGREE DIGS DITCHES. Sound
familiar? when career positions are so
competitive. would it be to your advantage to learn valuable bueineas experience, sell-development. plus a timely
income while still in college ALCAS
CORP has a few such positions for the
right students Call 288-8739 after 5 PM
for a personal interview.
STUDENTS earn 5100 or more per week.
Year round working w/young boys on
interesting newspaper promotion
program. No exp. nee. You are trained by
experts. No invest., collections. or del.
nec. It’s easy to earn even higher Income.
Over 50% ot our students smrage more
than $100/week last year. You must have
valid drivers license, insurance. good
running car. Working hours are 3-6 PM
and 1330 AM- 430 PM Sat. Call now 28111091 sok tor Mr. Terry.
ADVERTISING/PA.
Creative, self-starter needed by apt/office center builders to write own an
prepare promotion schedules & do PR
work Send resumes to Interland attention Bill Meyers 122 Saratoga Santa Clara
95050 No phone calls please
MEN-PHOTOGRAPH NUDE COEDS.
free camera & film, student discounts,
group rates 1415 The Alameda, S.J. 11
AM-12 PM Class this Monday mite 7 30
PM 55 998-1965.
MEN WOMEN
WORK ON A SHIP NEXT SUMMERI No
experience required Excellent pay
Worldwide travel Perfect summer lob or
career Send $200 for information
SEAFAX Box 2049-CF. Port Angeles,
Washington 98832
PART TIME hosteues II cocktail wait’
tresses Red Baron Restaurant 9234080
Bill or Jay. or apply in Person

FURN. HOUSE for rent. 21/2 bdrrn, yard,
dogs okay. 180 SO. 12th St. 2264674.
$225.

CUTE STUDIO. IDEAL FOR SINGLE
STUDENT CONVENIENT TO S.J.S.
CLEAN, ATTRACTIVELY PORN. $110.
998-2416 or 987-3836.

NEW ROOMS from $55/mo across the
campus. Ample parking Safe and quiet.
95S. 9th also 275S. 10th St Phone 295,1514 or 295-8526,

FEMALES to snare 4 br. 2 be. house near
Willow Glen with 2 grad Students. 160/n10
utilities. 266-5817 before 1.30 PM

NICE FURNISHED HOUSE, 2 bdrrns,
$210 for 2 or 5240 for 4. Reed Si. near S.
1016 St 246-3032

CLEAN, COMFORTABLE turn. I bdrm
apt. 633 So 8th St 288-7474 or 294-7332.

FREE ROOM BOARD to girl over 18
as a companion to handicapped invididual Very nice apt Call Robert Hall at
298-3208 after 5 PM

SERVICES
CHARTER FLIGHTS
Complete domestic/international
trays) program
STUDENT SERVICES WEST, INC
Call (408) 287-8240 tor tomer Info.

CLEAN FURN, APTS,
620 S 3rd (Reed & S. 3rd)
603 S. 9th (Reed & S 9161
480 S 8th (Williams & S. 6th)
OLDIES BUT GOODIES!

TYPIST
Accurate. experienced. last Can edit
theses, papers Near City College. Mrs.
Mianian 2694104

MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrm with new who carpets,
built-in kitchen. Garbage Disposal, air
conclitiOning, enclosed garage, pool ’4
blk SJSU, quiet four-plex, $175 Free
laundry Manager. 406S. 5th 81288-0944

RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract
Free del Free service CalLEsche’s 2512598

NICE FURNISHED HOUSE, 2 moms
5210 for 2 or $240 for 4 Reed St. near S.
10th St 246-3032, 287-0E05

mita.

FAST. ACCURATE ALSO
EDITING. IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER, CALL 2444444
AFTER 6, MARY BRYNER.

LARGE 1 Bedroom apts.
furnished
wive carpets.
Recreation room,
swim pool.
620 So 9th St. 1.1 9130.
Studios $100

BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH gustily wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates $EW includes
gold & white album. SO color prints of
your choice, lull set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra lull Color
Staff of 20
SutOs’$t 25 each
photographers Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open every
evening until 10 pm For FREE Bridal
Packet call 257-3181

3 SORM., fury, apt. $215/mo, Summer
rates. Close to campus. 399 S. 12th St
San Salvador. Call 296-1607.
HOUSE FOR RENT. 2 BR w/elawping
porch. LR w/fireplace. DR-kitchen,
garage Rent $250/mo. 375 S 1715 St.
Avail. 12-1-72. Call 252-9329 any evening
or days Sat.-Sun. -Mon.
JOURNALISM MAJOR, male 21 needs
room yrOtO priv tor Spring sem (may
consider boarding) Cell Marty 294-5387.

AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE), WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
HAS THE BEST RATES CALL US AT
289-8881 OR STOP BY 4045 3RD ST, END FLOOR.

11594 5 OR. Mobile Home. Many extras, exc. cond. $900 down & assume
payrnts $83/rno.. or offer. 287-9262.

TYPING-Thesis,
General Reports,
Letters. IBM Setectric. Reasonable. 2636895

CHRISTIAN female roornate needed to
sham two bdrm up? with 3 others
$50 /rno 7944695

EXPERIENCED TYPING- Electric IBM
Term Papers, These. etc Dependable
Mrs Allen 294-1313

ROOMS, IVY HALL. 279E, San Pernling0
Si,. Across from administration bldg kitchen pro, well managed 294-8472, 253981a, 253-1152,

EARN EXTRA SIONEYM We need a
student for pan-time phone sales. sharp.
with plement. mature phone voice. Good
commissions. Call 275-6300

TYPING TO BE DONE?
Theses. manuscripts, term papers, &
general reports. Fast, accurate. reliable,
and reasonable rates. Call Mrs. Alice
ErnrneriCh al 249-2864.

ROOMS FOR MEN 930& an. month od
ISM St. With Kitchen or...topes. dvi
3344.

"GIRLS WANTED" Part-tune work for
more information cell 298-1717 Eat 30
295-9859

COUPLE-Mature swoon!, tor asst
manager ewlange nice 119 Sr. apt i-or
approx 2 nt wk aany call Iai’iuW.

WEDDING BELL /LUIS/ Cheer up with
talented musical trio We ploy your
requests at ceremony or reception 9280413 for more into

WANTED, live in maid Privet* room,
room & board, paid for cleaning services
Neer SJS No strings Call 926-9097 after
30

1 MORN, PORN, APT. outfit liffIs Or
Maned Couple elia,mo LAU vi see
mgr 674 S. gth St. el 11/1-93119

EVERYBODY want. to know something.
Let the Spartan Daily’s weekly Campus
S 0.S. column help you Call 277-3181.
APT. mom couple. caper. light work. 8
units college quiet group. Call Agent.
275-8333/294-5034
"ALOHA, KAMAAINA SENIORSI
For free information on lob opportunities
in Hawaii after graduation write to
Kamaains Career Opportunity Day. Box
9668. Honolulu, Hawaii 98820
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE as a longtime companion for handicapped individual -FREE room & board to girl over
16 Very nice apt Call Robert Halls! 2963206 after 5 PM

FRIDAY FLICKS Catch 22’ with Alan
Arkin & Peula Prentiss Morns Dailey
Aucl At 7 & 10 PM Admission 906
FEMALE MUSICIANS, especially
drummers, Karl exciting new group tor
big abs Over 16 Must own intr. 16b8413
MONEY! Nato SOME? Uet it With Part
i
time Management opportunity
interested Phone 3/5-6395 aster 4 p

HOUSING
LARGE one bedroom apt $135 in nu k
old hOttse with flrepiece 5P3S Sth St 1-1

LARGE,

"INCIIEDISLE HOUSE haS
rooms tor rent $ /Umo. Responsible
people who are Socially aware a
concerned pint MOS-Zinar Ok b. 11th Si
b.J.

HAIR CUTS AND TRIMS. Specializing in
long hair and split ends for men and
women ONLY SI 00 287.2676
TYPING ISM Selectric fast Anything
you’ve got Reasonable. 244-6979.
ATTENTION BRIDES
12B x 10 Professional COW Old urn
in an album
Only $89 95 plus
a tree 11 x 14 wall noel
Black Tie Phningraphy 241-4175

FOR RENT Large it bdrm humane
house 650 5 vth St tains only, call
manager alter 5pm 25843691 or drop by
at 6/4 b 9th SI el

Classified Rates
1 lines

Tay
SI 50

Tw
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200

days
225

our
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2.40
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days mural dry
250
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200

250

2 75

290

300

35
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250

300

325
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350

35
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’ //

300

350

375

3 90

400

35

FOR RENT
VERY Ige 1 B N Apis
Firm, we carpets
Swim pool. roc room. 8130
Studios $100
620 S 5th St 93,
ROOM FOR RENT. Modern, gum. nous,.
in Willow Glen tor Wiwi studow
$70/no one, util 267-3830 Nick

CUSTOMIZE your Chrietrus cards by
having your name Imprinted In gold 100
cards-$5 00. You supply Cane Gall 3710184

TYPING
00 North 3rd St, Apt. a823
287-4355 (before 8 a.m. aft 2 p.m. M-F )
TYPE, eccurate, last, and at reasonable
rates Call 248-9710 after 6:30 PM
TYPING of all kinos IBM executive
typewriter Experienced, rename and
very reasonsoie IBM area or tbeht,

TRANSiPORTATZN
FLYING SOON? YOur TWA Campus
Representative Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY Fly at 1/3 off
with a TWA Youth Passport and take up
to 24 months to pay with
FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD_ Call 2878668 tor information or 298-8800 for
reservations.
EUROPE -I
-EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe. Russia. and Mexico. Officio! SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights.
including Middle East and Far East
Student Ski tours European used Car
purChne system CONTACT: ISCA.
11687 San Vicente Blvd. e4, L. A. Calif.
90349 TEL 628-01355.

DONATE ON A regular blood plasma
program and receive up 10840/monthly.
Bring student I 13 or this ad and receives
bonus with your first donation. HYLAND
DONOR CENTER 35 S. Almaden Ave.
San Jose, CA 294-6535 MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY 7 10 330
ANYONE WITNESSING motorcycle theft
on 9th St across from West Hall on Oct.
please call 264-9773.
PIS Student wanted who is currently
working on a form. I need help In class
protect. Call Phil 295-0489.

PERSONALS
FRkIprYa PUCKS "F,.Cnahtscsh 2,02."

t hp
rris
AArud at 7 & 10 PM, Admission 504

an

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY 236 E. &Ma Clara
Street Rm. 513 Phone 294-4469. Mantel..
WANT COMPANY777Liet It awry Fri. &
Sat, 8 30 pm. Nov 17 thru Dec 2nd. Bobby
the bachelor, his girlfriend. & 5 married.
serni-rnerried. unmarried & remarried
couples play games in SJ Music
Theatres "Company: the most witty &
sophisticated musical in years
Montgomery Theatre, at Market 11 San
Carlos $350 Cien’l $2.50 with SB card.
Buy at door or call 288-6841,30 E. San
Fernando. Addl 504 off ticket with this
ad
THE &IONIC BOOK IS $190.00 TOTAL
VALUE ($50.00 FOOD) FOR ONLY 04.00
Now872 COUPONS EXPIRES JUNE1,
1973-GET YOURS NOW-SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE GOT THE MUNCHIES?
GET YOUR MONEY BOOK AT THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE AND GO GET
YOUR FREEBIES AND OTHER GOOD
DEALS.
MCDONALD’S
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL(3)
SUN ’N SOIL
ROUND TABLE PIZZA(3)
BARREL’S FISH ’N CHIPS
CAESAR’S PIZZA HOUSE
AN
ISABSEPLSRTDELICATESS
EN
HOUSE
7-ELEVEN

NO you always wanted to
know about anything but were Weld to
ask Ask Campus SD S at 277-3181 and
me it in the Deily

UNWED MOTHER can’t afford to keep
kils Mom is brown. kits are black & white.
have tails & claws Call 258-0636.
I AM THANKFUL
HAPPY THANKSGIVING
SuZ
UrtokiLi
ANDN,Muus ANAL t blb
Lail ebb- 1100

t’
LOST & FOUND
FOUND: Male. shepherd mix. 1-2 yrs. old.
Left ear floppy. left riser foot had been
taped Stockton rabies collar. Call Dory
206-6500
LOST -13081E/SHEP MIX. Looks exactly like a DOBERMAN 4 rno old Call
259-4874 or 258-2694. REWARD.
-LOST FRIDAY night, wo. of SJS, Brown &
blk Airedale-Shepherd mix, male 9 mos.
He needs an operation so if you know
where he is please call Nancy at 295.
1719. Thanks) Ans. to Shawn.
VW BUG-completely customized
New tires. brakes. point, carb a mom.
$1300 or best otter. 981-9673.
LOKI: Mold cross wan met assign. Lost
in Mini-gym Nov 14. Ut sentimental
value Please return, call inki-ZWItt
Beware

N eed a
Good Car?

SEE
’AUTOMOTIVE’
And to plac-e your ad
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a mellow 54no shepherd lab
needs home He’s housebroken
and I’ll pay for Shots.
284-0455

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count app..

’I Mink Mem
nykrns
!,:urtini/
aesan ne,or
Chr.,$na

*The two el us are SO much more than
each of us alone." Happy Birthday Bruce,
Love Martha

XMAS VACATION CHARTER FLIGHTS
10 New York ana Europe
Charter blights International
Call Campus Rep derma Nevins
27o-abbb
cad ride to Illinois over
DESPE
Xmas vacation Can help drive and Pay
gas. Call Kim 251-0256
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